WE MANUFACTURE HIGH QUALITY STEEL PRODUCTS
FOR THE NEEDS OF MINING INDUSTRY
Katera Steel Oy manufactures high quality products for mining industry. Our core competencies are demanding high quality
metalwork (sheet metal work, welding, machining), assembly work and installations of machines / steel structures including
electrical and hydraulic work. Thanks to our parts manufacturing department as well as our assembly and installation capability
we guarantee our customers with accurate full house service. And when needed we also make turnkey deliveries for our
customers. We have a lot of experience in working in mining environments and our ISO 9001-2015 to EN 1090 certifications
ensure the top quality work and service
Conveyor and pipe bridges and rollers for
conveyors
During our nearly 60-year history we have manufactured and
delivered a large number of conveyor and pipe bridges of various
sizes for example for mining industry. Katera Steel Oy also
designs and manufactures standard model and special model
folding and drive rollers for all types of belt conveyors. We also
repair used rollers (bearings and sheets and ends of rollers).

Steel frameworks for buildings,
maintenance platforms, feed hoppers,
etc. steel structures
We can provide all kinds of steel structures, such as
building frames, feed hoppers, maintenance platforms,
walkways, installation platforms for various machines, etc.
according to customer drawings. The EN 1090 certificate
also enables us to weld very demanding structures. Most of
our work is based on welding of normal structural steels,
but we also weld stainless steel.

Technical equipment facilities and containers
We manufacture both insulated and uninsulated equipment
facilities tailored to our customers (eg heat and other
containers, technical equipment facilities rooms for the use of
electricity and telephone companies, as well as for many other
needs, including pumping station buildings). If necessary, we
equip the equipment rooms with electricity, heating, ventilation,
air conditioning, etc., based on the needs of our customers.

Pumping platforms, barriers, docks, bridges
and others floating steel pontoon structures
For decades, we have been manufacturing floating pontoon
structures for a wide range of purposes (eg docks, bridges and
pontoon guides, eg. for the needs of the forest industry). By
combining an isolated equipment container and a steel pontoon
bridge, a highly efficient floating pumping station is made. By
following the turnkey delivery principles, we manufacture the
right-sized stations which fit the needs of our customers. On
request, we can also install the station to its final destination. In
principle, the floating platform can be made in whatever size,
but for example by using the bottom size 10 m x 4 m enables
to get 2000 – 3000 m³/h pumping capacity (2 - 4 pcs of pumps).

Contract manufacturing, subcontracting and installations
We offer a complete service that includes the parts manufacturing and the final
assembly of parts into ready machines and equipment. We are professionals in both
subcontracting and contract manufacturing. In addition to the manufacture of steel
structures, we also do versatile installation work. Machine manufacturers, all kind of
industry, and many other companies get a comprehensive service from us, which
includes also mechanical, hydraulic, pneumatic, automation and electrical installations.
We have several partner companies for which we operate as a production department.
We also have the space and the opportunity to test run the machines. Logistics costs
are reduced and extra work is reduced when the functionality of the equipment can be
tested during manufacture before the machines and equipment are delivered to their
customers, which locate in foreign countries, even in the Far East and South America.

Take Contact: Taisto Suutari, puh +358 40 128 2011, e-mail
taisto.suutari@katerasteel.fi

WHEN YOUR NEED IS STEEL, WE WILL CARRY IT OUT!

